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ABSTRACT This paper presents the simulation of a planar, one-dimensional expanding Ge x-
ray laser plasma using a new code which combines hydrodynamics, laser absorption, and detailed 
level population calculations within the same simulation. Previously, these simulations were 
performed in separate steps. We will present the effect of line transfer on gains and excited level 
populations and compare the line transfer result with simulations using escape probabilities. We 
will also discuss the impact of different atomic models on the accuracy of our simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The modelling of laser-plasma interactions is a complicated task that requires the incorporation of various 
physical processes. The calculation of the energy deposition profile in the plasma requires tracking laser 
rays through a refractive medium and estimating the amount of energy deposited due to processes such as 
inverse Brcmsstrahlung and resonance absorption. The temperature and hydrodynamic calculations 
determine the temporal evolution of the plasma properties. For x-ray laser plasmas, individual atomic level 
populations evolve under the influence of atomic processes mediated by photons, electrons, and ions. All 
these physical processes are coupled and should be included in the simulations. 

Currently the modelling of laboratory x-ray laser plasmas is performed in stages. For collisionally 
dominated plasmas we can decouple the detailed level populations and line transfer physics from the rest of 
the problem and yet expect answers close to a completely self-consistent simulation. A typical piece-wise 
simulation uses hydrodynamics codes such as LASNEX (Zimmerman 1975) to calculate the laser deposition 
and hydrodynamics. The plasma characteristics, such as T e , n e , and variables such as mesh positions and 
velocities, arc then fed into a post-processing code, such as XRASER (Hagelslein 1981), to calculate the 
populations and line transfer. 

We are developing a new simulation code, GLF, which incorporates all the necessary physical 
processes into one code. In section 2 we will describe the physics packages of GLF. To demonstrate 
GLFs capabilities we model a Ge-slab with an incident 1 <fl, 500-ps Gaussian laser pulse. Section 3 
describes the problem in more detail and we will illustrate the code capability by probing the effect on the 
level populations of using explicit line transfer versus an escape probability method. We also study the 
impact of different atomic models on our simulations. Section 4 will discuss the issue of self-consistency. 
In section 5 we will summarize our findings. 

2. GLF - CODE DESCRIPTION 

The atomic kinetics calculations arc the heart of GLF. Other components of the code include laser 
absorption, radiation transfer, Lagrangian hydrodynamics with an effective ideal gas equation of state (EOS), 
and temperature calculations. Together they form a complete, self-consistent package to study the complc: 
physics of x-ray laser plasmas. MASTER 
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The basic description of matter in GLF is at the atomic level. Populations of individual atomic levels 
evolve in lime under the influence of atomic processes mediated by photons, electrons, and ions. Tin 
atomic processes include clcctron-ion and ion-ion collisions, pliolo-ionization and photo-excitation, and 
Auger processes. Rates for inverse processes are done via deuiilcd balance. The atomic kinetic 
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are purely local to a Lagrangian zone. The transition rates depend upon local quantities, such as 
temperatures, densities, and photon intensities, and the rates calculated from detailed atomic data. Spatial 
coupling occurs through electron conduction, hydrodynamics, and radiation transport. Self-consistent 
populations determine opacities for radiation transport, heating rates for temperature calculations, and EOS 
data for hydrodynamics. 

The temperature calculations are also local to a Lagrangian zone, but include a flux limited heat 
conduction. GLF evolves the kinetics energy densities of the free electron and ion distributions, with 
contributions from atomic kinetics, hydrodynamics, and laser absorption. The free electron density changes 
in response to atomic processes and hydrodynamic motion. 

The laser absorption package is currently limited to 1-D planar geometry. The absorption mechanisms 
include non-linear inverse Brcmsstrahlung (Langdon 1980) and resonance absorption. The resonance 
absorption fraction at the critical layer can be calculated by either the Ginzberg formula (Ginzberg 1964) or 
by tabular input. 

Radiation is separated into three components: continuum, non-lasing lines, and lasers. The conunuum 
is treated with formal transfer only and includes electron scattering, but has no frequency redistribution. The 
line transfer package (Eder 1991) enforces consistency between populations and intensities through a 
complete linearization procedure which can handle multiple overlapping and interacting lines. In 1-D 
geometry escape factors can also be used rather than line transfer. The laser transport package, which 
accounts for saturation and (in 3-D) refractive effects, is available in limited geometries and achieves self-
consistency with complete linearization in 1-D and iterative procedures in 2- and 3-D. 

3. SIMULATION OF A GE-SLAB PROBLEM 

The test problem we chose to model uses an I u, 500-ps Gaussian (peak time at 600 ps), 20 TW/cm2 

peak-intensity laser illuminating from one side onto a 5 u.m thick Ge slab. The slab is divided into 100 
zones and is geometrically zoned to gel smaller zones at the laser incident surface. For this simplified I-D 
problem, we arbitrarily chose a resonance absorption fraction of 20% at the critical layer ( n - l x 10 2 2 cm" 
3 for 1(0). We also used a flux-limited conduction bounded at 3% of the free sireaming heat flu*. 

The ionization history of the plasma, from die initial neutral atoms to die lasing isoclcctronic 
sequences of neon-like Ge, depends sensitively on the atomic physics. With hydrodvnamics coupled to the 
local plasma properties such as T c and ne, an incon-ect ionization history would change the dynamics of the 
problem. GLF uses detailed atomic models and the structure of die atomic model affects the a .curacy of our 
simulation. For this problem the Ge model we used has detailed levels at the neon-like isoclcctronic 
sequence through principle quantum number n = 3. The neon-like sequence is buffered by detailed n = 3 
sodium-like and L-S configurations] averaged n = 3 fluorine-like levels. Hydrogcnic approximations 
through n = 10 arc used from lithium-like through silicon-like. At sulfur-like die model has hydrogcnic 
levels up to only n = 5, and only ground states from chlorine-like to zinc-like. We tried a model with 
hydrogcnic levels up to n = 10 throughout, but the large ionization and recombination rates force small 
time steps and significantly increases the computation time. Using this atomic model, we performed a 
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Fig. 1. Spatial T c profiles at 0.4,0.6, and 0.8 ns. Fig. 2. Spatial i\. profiles at 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 ns. 
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complete simulation and Figures 1 and 2 plot out the spatial profiles of T e , and ne at 0.4,0.6 (peak of 
incident laser pulse), and OJS ns into the calculation. 

If the model failed to include near-neutral isosequences, GLF would assume that the atom started in the 
highest included isoelcctronic sequence, resulting in a large initial free electron population. This would not 
affect peak temperatures but primarily change the hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma. Other 
inaccuracies in the model would alter the kinetics and once again make the simulation suspect For 
example, incorrect spatial gain, T e , and tie profiles would change the hydrodynamics and refractive ray 
tracing in a gain medium. A more detailed analysis of the impact of atomic models on the x-ray laser 
simulation will be presented in a later paper. 

Escape probability (Hummer 1982, 1985) can model the probability that a photon escapes from its 
originating location. Line transfer calculations are more accurate but also more time consuming. Escape 
probabilities are a good approximation in the Sobolev limit (Sobolev 1957), where the local velocity 
gradient is large enough such that the local Doppler shift is comparable to or greater than the line width. 
They can also be used in the static limit when optical depths are large. In either cases the escape 
probability is used to modify the radiative transition rate that affects the level populations. 

In an exploding slab problem, we need to deal with large variation of hydrodynamics. The outer 
regions expand and have the large velocity gradient that is characteristic of the Sobolev problem. The inner 
regions, where ae>nc.!ae heated by conduction and are approximately static. In-bctwccn lies a transition 
region where the use of escape probabilities is more problematic. In addition, a shock wave propagates 
toward the inner region and at the shock front the velocity gradient may be negative and spatially non
monotonic. Figure 3 plots the J = 2-1 ((2pi/2)~'3p3/2-3s) spatial gain profiles, at 0.6 ns, for the cases 
with line transfer (all El lines) under the assumption of complete redistribution, (Mihalas 1978) with 
escape probability, and without turning on any lines, (no reabsorption) The line transfer calculation 
follows the guideline prescribed by Edcr (Eder 1991) for accuracy. We can sec that the effects of line 

trapping severely decreased the laser gain and 
the calculation using escape probability yields 
gain values that disagrees with the line transfer 
calculations by -25% or more. 

We also observe several bumps in the 
spatial gain profile of the J = 2-1 line as 
calculated by using escape probabilities. This 
is the result of the non-monotonic velocity 
profiles in the shock regions. Although the 
velocity gradients are large, Sobolcv escape 
probabilities arc not accurate, since photons 
may be re-absorbed within this region. Use of 
the escape probabilities results in inaccuracies 
of the lower laser level population which 
changes the gain value. A belter evaluation of 
the effect of trapping using escape probabilities 
would require modifying the Sobolcv 
formulation to account for the effect of non
monotonic velocity profiles. 

4. SELF-CONSISTENCY 

There are simulations that will most likely require fully self-consistent calculations. The most 
obvious class of problems is those where line radiation is intense enough to alter the ionization histories 
and in turn alter the kinetics and hydrodynamics. The Ge-slab problem is collisionally dominated. The 
temperatures and densities do not vary much when wc transfer the strong neon-like El lines, and average 
ionization changes by -0.4 electrons at peak power. For this problem the El line energies range from 1.24 
to 1.49 kcV and the M-shcll ionizalion potential is about 880 cV. If a lot of M-slicll electrons arc prescnl 
and the El lines contain a significant portion of total energy, then die El lines can plioloionize die M-slicll 
electrons and inject a large number of electrons with kinetic energies of order 400-600 cV. The kinetic 
energy of these electrons is much smaller th.-in T c and by collisional equilibration will cool the plasma and 
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Fig. 3. Gain profile of the J=2-l line with line transfer, 
with escape probabilities, and without any lines, 
(no reabsorplion) 
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change the dynamics of the problem. 

The El lines are not intense relative to the total energy of the Ge-system and self-consistency is not 
required for this set of Ge-slab calculations. For photo-pumped lasers, however, the energy of the pump 
line can be strong enough to perturb the kinetics. Self consistency may also be important for radiatively 
driven Jt-ray lasers such as the sodium-neon x-ray laser (Vinogradov 1975) proposed for z-^inches. In this 
case a large fraction of the energy is in the sodium pump line. By transferring the pump line the ionization 
balance can be enhanced by as much as a couple of electrons. (Nilscn 1992) This class of problems can not 
be modelled in stages. They must be modeled self-consistcntly. 

5. SUMMARY 

GLF is a new laser-plasma simulation code that contains the physics packages of ray tracing, laser-
plasma interaction, hydrodynamics,, temperature calculations, NLTE atomic kinetics, line transfer, and line 
(laser) transport accounting for saturation effects. GLF is a complete, self-consistent code that eliminates 
the need to perform piece-wise simulations. 

Using GLF we modelled a Ge-slab problem with an 20 TW/cm2,500-ps Gaussian incident laser. We 
tested three atomic models and found significant differences in the plasma characteristics due to the models. 
By transferring all the El lines we also found large effect on laser gains due to trapping, which brings down 
the J = 2-1 ((2pi/2)_13p3/2-3s) gain value to ~6 cm - 1 , closer to the experimental value of -4 cm - 1 at 1 <u 
and 20 TW/crr.2. (Lewis 1990) Using escape probability approximation yields larger gain values by -25% 
or more. This is likely due to the negligence of photon re-absorption. 

Currently GLF has all the necessary capability to perform multi-dimensional simulations but is limited 
to laser-absorption in one-dimensional geometries. We plan to install the two-dimensional ray tracking 
package in the near future. With our ability to transfer laser lines by accounting for saturation and 
refraction effects, we can ultimately model a fully three-dimensional x-ray laser problem and obtain laser 
output all in one calculation. 
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